DRAWING A
MOUNTAIN

An expanded-drawing project about
m ountains and i m possibilities by
Laura F. Gibellini

“ WE ALWAYS THINK OF THE
IMAGINATION AS THE FACULTY
THAT FORMS IMAGES. ON THE
CONTRARY, IT DEFORMS WHAT
WE PERCEIVE; IT IS, ABOVE ALL,
THE FACULTY THAT FREES US
FROM IMMEDIATE IMAGES AND
CHANGES THEM. IF THERE IS
NO CHANGE, OR UNEXPECTED
FUSION OF IMAGES, THERE IS
NO IMAGINATION; THERE IS NO
IMAGINATIVE ACT. ”
GASTON BACHELARD
(AIR AND DREAMS)

IN LIGHT OF THE
TREE-STAINS
Oriol Fontdevila

NOTES FOR DRAWING A MOUNTAIN
IRENE CANTERO

IRENE CANTERO WORKS IN THE PERFORMING ARTS. THE HUMAN BODY AND
LIGHT ARE HER PREFERRED SUBJECTS.
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It’s best if we step into the shade now. It’s not
the tree that stops you from seeing the wood.
Throughout the long winter on Sulphur Mountain, the
shady side of every fir tree illuminates the oregano. You can’t distinguish figure from background.
The delicate shadow that these trees project, monotonous as an echo and repetitive as the cells in
a beehive, applies a kind of double negative to the
mountain: it reveals its profile in every wrinkle
and, seen from a distance, breaks it down into at
least a million other ranges.
Light never comes alone. It came to Goethe
along with his death: ‘Licht, mehr licht!’ were
the last words the poet uttered on his deathbed.
In the far-off night of time, a dot of pigmentation—a mere insignificant freckle—took advantage of
sunlight falling on the skin to grow more complex
and eventually evolve into the eye. And so light
managed to penetrate into the bodies of humans and
many other animals for the very first time, and help
generate the sense of sight.
This hypothesis, formulated by Henri Bergson
at the beginning of the twentieth century, is also
only a step away from the claim which Jacques Lacan
made a few years later about the scopic field: everything visual turns on a stain, which the psychoanalyst identified in this case with the observing
subject, with his own shadow. This provides a limit
as well as a point of support at the moment when
self-consciousness begins to develop. Light, then,
has no sense of being as it stands at the edge of
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the cavern’s darkness, for all that Western thought
has tried to amplify light into the one ideal above
all others, the epitome of revealed ontology, the
pinnacle of human truth.
One example of this attitude is the epitaph which
Alexander Pope wrote for Isaac Newton in 1727:
Nature and Nature’s Laws lay hid in Night:
God said, ‘Let Newton be!’ and all was light.
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Irreverent, perhaps: the monks at Westminster Abbey
did not allow this poem to be engraved on the memorials there. But it is undeniable that this text
shares with its English dedicatee the elation felt
at the possibility of transforming the world into
a fistful of laws that are no longer seen as divine,
but rather natural. Among these laws were the laws
of optics, which Newton established by observing the breakdown of light into the seven colours
of the rainbow via crystal prisms. And so, even
though the rainbow, the arco Iris as it is known
in Spanish, still holds within itself the name of
the goddess Iris, Newton removed the magic from the
rainbow and discovered within it the constitution
of all the colours that make up the world, pure and
direct derivations of the reflection of light.
When spring came, Laura F. Gibellini observed
from the heights of her studio in Banff how the
thaw appeared on the Rocky Mountains. The landscape was filled with all kinds of colour (‘God said,
‘Let Newton be!’ and all was light.’), and the firs
abandoned their role as hybrid trees and stains
(‘Nature and Nature’s Laws lay hid in Night’). As
the season changed, it was not only the landscape
that changed its appearance, but theories of light
and colour once again stepped out of the shadows,
leaving a winter that was wrapped up, not in divine obscurantism, but in the darkness of modern
individualism, according to which colours appear
only as a result of the eye that looks at them.
With the arrival of good weather, the mountain
seemed to recover its colours and its naturalistic

reasonableness, encouraging the idea that it was
formed out of particles which played their own part
in the formulation of the visible.
It is a sign of our times that artists are
returning to sense impressions qua sense impressions, and are interrogating them in relation to
the process by which they become thought. After
months looking out at the gaze looking back, and
observing her observations under the dark light of
the tree-stains, nature as Newton saw it reappeared
suddenly in Gibellini’s window. But then where are
we to draw the line between nature and the phenomena of perception? Or is it that the darkness which
the eye projects onto its surroundings is not also
participating in nature in its savage state? Or is
it Newton who reappears now, a simple ghost of a
higher order? Or does it have something to do with
the spring equinox?
ORIOL FONTDEVILLA IS A CURATOR, WRITER AND
RESEARCHER, AS WELL AS A TEACHER. MEDIATION FOR
HIM IS THE SPACE OF IMMANENCE IN ANY ARTISTIC
PRACTICE.

Translated by James Womack
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1. Morton, T. Hyperobjects.
Philosophy and Ecology after the
End of the World. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2013.

2. Idem, p. 15.

new mountains will be
where they were missing before
we are land in constant formation
— Kristín Svava Tómasdóttir
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The processes of formation, erosion and disappearance of mountains take hundreds of millions of
years. We, human animals, are not able to perceive
this immense interval because we only share the
planet with them, mountains, for a minimal fraction of time. Mountains and their processes are
hyperobjects, to use Timothy Morton's term.1 Global
warming, for Morton, is also a hyperobject, because
it is equally imperceptible or invisible as a whole
to humans, but legible through the many traces that
it leaves. These hyperobjects have a rare temporality, since they enter and leave the temporality of
human beings, and therefore always appear eclipsed
in our field of vision. Hyperobjects, such as climate or mountains, force us to reflect on our (very
small) place on earth and in the cosmos.2 And they
point to an ancient problem: anthropocentrism.
The question of (in)visibility—be it global
warming, or the moving life of mountains—is clearly
a major problem in the visual field. Usually, scientists represent these hyperobjects with temporal
sequences: graphs of the rise in temperatures in
orange and red tones, maps of melting ice in the
poles. In their beauty, these visualizations keep
us at a distance from any visceral or bodily experience of the effects of the current climate

ELENA ROSAURO IS RESEARCHER AND CURATOR. HER WORK
IN BOTH FIELDS TRIES TO OFFER SOME PARTIAL AND
SITUATED COMMENTS ABOUT VIOLENCE, INJUSTICE AND
DESTRUCTION.

3. Axel, N. et al. “Editorial”, in:
Accumulation, e-flux Architecture,
March 27, 2017.

Elena Rosauro

crisis. As Nick Axel states,3 environmental challenges are also challenges of representation: the
difficulty of visualizing the climate instability
to which global warming brings us presents major
obstacles to the necessary collective action, and
complicates the political resonance of its effects.
We could simply say that if we don't see it, we
don't believe it. In the so-called culture of spectacle it is difficult to focus on the slow changes
and invisible accumulations that destabilize the
atmosphere of our planet. At the other end of the
spectrum of aesthetics and visibility we find apocalyptic images of landscapes destroyed by hurricanes, fires or floods. Documentary and journalistic
images that show us some of the traces (or swats)
of global warming, but also images from science
fiction about an unpromising near future. In this
double imaginary, how can we rethink representability in the times of the capitalocene?
Laura F. Gibellini's artistic work proposes
processes of generation of meaning that make visible—through diverse artistic strategies, materials
and supports, and in their own space-time coordinates—motifs, discourses, narrations and physical
elements related to climate, atmospheric conditions or landscape. The processes Laura proposes,
through mountains, melting ice or global warming,
are in constant formation. The logics and speeds
of these processes have little to do with neoliberalised human time, nor with the absolute present
or the constant availability in which we all live.
Take your time.
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VIEWS FROM
SULPHUR MOUNTAIN
Alfredo Puente
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The window in front of my desk looks out towards
the northwest. Through it, I see the limestone
summit of the Polvoreda Peak curl over the valley of the Torío river. Locals, except the people
in Villalfeide, call it ‘the Correcillas’. Until
recently, it was registered on maps as having an
altitude of 1,998m, which motivated the mountaineers of the Correcillas Club—the same people who
renamed it—to place a turret of rocks at its peak
to bring the height up to 2,000m. Map updates currently give its official altitude as 2,011m. It is
part of a karst massif, in itself a contradiction
as it is drilled through by countless caves and
gorges, through which water circulates and in which
matter has been limed and dissolved without pause
for about 360 million years.
I have never been to Sulphur Mountain.
From my desk’s monitor, connected to the internet, I see how ‘gondolas’ regularly beat against
its summit and offload smiling riders in search of
the views that reign over Banff National Park.
Perhaps a mountain is nothing other than the
unique physical, political or poetic possibility of
its existence.
Its orogeny, its materiality, the changes that
occur over its surface (the landscape), as well
as the weight of darkness underneath that layer, everything that we can say about a mountain,
even that there once was a mountain called Sulphur
Mountain, in the Canadian Rockies, and that cosmic
rays hit not only its ridge but also every single

one of all the infinitesimal atoms and subatomic
particles that lay out the possibility for our
mountain to ‘exist’, and for us to exist alongside it… all of this is confined in this dark possibility, far from any specific place, that exists
rather under the canopy of a particular agreement.
Therefore, mountain could be that which happens
in the cavities of its own denominator: mountain
existing as image wounded by the glare of all our
tales, of all our measurements, and dissolved into
one word that projects its own shadow.
I have also never been to a cosmic ray station.
Among the conditions agreed between Canada’s
National Research council and the representatives
of Banff City on the side of Sulphur Mountain, it
was established that the cosmic ray observatory
that crowns the mountain, and which was built in
the winter of 1956, should not be visible from the
city by its residents. Cosmic rays are visualised
using a neutron monitor, a detector designed to
measure the quantity of charged extra-terrestrial
particles that break through the atmosphere and
hit Earth.
Empty nowadays, the observatory is witness of and
monument to a pact of invisibility between humans
and particles: a small turret of rocks with its
own history, situated on some summit or other and
destined not to profane the mountain’s image.
For as we measure ourselves by it, with it and
search for its limit, more light, it is possible
that to the mountain we are nothing other than remoteness, darkness, an exterior space. Vibrations
and pulses that dwell for an instant within another
remote station’s mirrors and imaginings, a remote
station based in Madrid, perhaps. The same particles, in this case incarnated in pulsating bodies,
that relentlessly beat against the placid existence
of that which does not dominate over anything or
anyone, of what is nothing other than a universal
agreement and the reverse of what remains hidden,
far from cosmic rays or the human gaze. Perhaps
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these particles registered on Sulphur Mountain,
and which bounce against the Polvoreda or other
surfaces, in the void, in some epoch prior to the
Jurassic or the Carboniferous, far more than 360
million years ago, far beyond any measurable time,
even before the sun’s light met mountains on its
way to one particular window, perhaps they light
up, among the mirrors and monitors, the reflection
of an absolute measurement: that of a temporal
utopia, riddled with shadows.
ALFREDO PUENTE IS AN ART HISTORIAN AND CURATOR AT
FCAYC’S CURATORIAL AREA [FCAYC.ORG]. HIS RESEARCH
TRACES DIFFERENT FIELDS RELATED TO THE IDEA OF
ECOLOGY.
Translated by Susana Cámara Leret

MONTAÑA
ANTONIA SANTOLAYA
ANTONIA SANTOLAYA WORKS WITH DRAWINGS. SHE DRAWS
WHAT CANNOT BE SEEN AND DOES NOT DRAW WHAT IS
VISIBLE.
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S U L P H U R
M O U N T A I N
Improvement District
No. 9,
AB, Canada
Lat. 51.126666
Ion. -115.572138
Elv. 2.237m
Eye alt. 5.74km
It was created by a glacier that is now gone. On its top
sits a cosmic ray station that has been dismantled. Cosmic
rays, radiation from the sun, can only be captured in
specific parts of the planet. They are fundamental to the
understanding of the universe, besides having an active
role in the weather and the formation of storms.
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COLOUR
“FAR AWAY BLUE”
Lola Martínez
#Blue
#Mountains
#Orogenesis
#Egypt
#Gravity
#Leonardo
#GhengisKhan
SUNRISE ON EVEREST
LOLA MARTINEZ

#sagarmatha
#Vertical
#Icarus
#Antonioni
#ᠬᠠᠳᠠᠭ
#Limit

Why do far-off mountains look blue 450NM TO 490NM? It
was just a normal afternoon, and this question came
up. They’re not blue, someone said, they’re grey.
Both ideas seem to be true. The question remained in the air. Mountains are neither grey nor
blue, but from a distance the light has to travel
through a greater quantity of material between the
mountain and the observer. The more material, the
more colour is reflected. INDIA IN THAT CASE MUST BE A BLUE
CONTINENT. IT’S THE COUNTRY THAT I KNOW WITH THE GREATEST QUANTITY OF
MATERIAL IN THE AIR. IT’S SO THICK THAT IT IS HARD TO BREATHE. BUT IT’S
A YELLOW COUNTRY, DUST AND POLLUTION TURNING THE SUN INTO AN IMMENSE
DIFFUSER. EVERYONE SHOULD TRAVEL TO INDIA AT LEAST ONCE IN THEIR LIFE.

So you don’t see blue mountains, you see the
atmosphere, the air; the impossible, the invisible
becomes material. LIGHT, VISIBLE AND IMMATERIAL. AN OXYMORON.
Leonardo said of this phenomenon that it was
the airy perspective. Brilliantly, the artist specified that air participated in blue #1C39BB, but did not
contain blue, just as the mountains did not contain
blue either. They participate in blue, just like the
night. When the intensity of the light diminishes,
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our reception of the blue wavelength becomes more
acute, which is why by night everything seems to be
dyed with this colour SCOTOPIC VISION. Are the mountain
and the night then brothers? FOR MICHELANGELO THE MOUNTAIN
WAS THE LIMIT BETWEEN FIGURATION AND ABSTRACTION.

Blue #ᠬᠠᠳᠠᠭ, that which colours light, reveals the immaterial, is impregnated via osmosis
into all that is intangible, air and night. The
unit of measuring both distance and the thickness
of the atmosphere CYANOMETER. The colour of Genghis
Khan’s descendants CONGENITAL DERMIC MELANOCYTOSIS —incurable nomads and claustrophobes I WAS BORN WITH A BLUE
MARK ON ONE SHOULDER. Is a nomad the opposite of a mountaineer? Or is a mountain a vertical desert?
Out of all the images of mountains the one
that stays with me is the spectacular shadow thrown
by Mount Everest SAGAMATHA, THE ROCKY COLLISION BETWEEN INDIA
AND ASIA when it has the sun on its back. Kilometre
after kilometre of ephemeral beauty shading immovable beauty. It is shaped like a perfect triangle. Inhuman geometrical regularity. The kind of
visual effect which is only possible when faced
by something infinitely expansive: mountains and
deserts. It is not by any means beyond imaging
that Cheops, Chephren and Mykerinus might form the
‘mental photograph’ of any Egyptian mountaineer
who might be lucky enough to observe this strange
phenomenon. Where could this be from? From Sinai?
From the Gabal Sha’ib El Banat? From Ararat, perhaps? KILIMANJARO PROJECTS A SHADOW 300KM LONG. In any event,
they have managed to capture the infinite in stone.
What colour would Everest be from Kathmandu? If
at its summit there is almost nothing, no thickness to the air, then shouldn’t it be transparent,
silent, muted? Why do people climb mountains? ARE
THESE QUESTIONS ASKED BY THE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE WHO REACH ITS SUMMIT

Many civilisations have climbed into the
mountains for the purpose of conquest—to have better visibility—MOJACAR just as others have wanted to
retreat—to have better invisibility—MACHU PICHU. The
mountain peak is the point where the visible and
EVERY YEAR?
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the invisible are both at their greatest values. In
either case, they are included in one of mankind’s
most archaic attractions, whether that be to dominate the horizon or dominate DEFY? gravity. Perhaps
there are no more laws of physics than those one
learns while climbing a mountain.
The final stage is to measure oneself against
its non-negotiable verticality. All material tends
naturally towards its strongest point of attraction, and so the earth’s crust, in the deepest of
murmurings, aims for the planet’s core. A magnet
that makes life possible, thanks to some centripetal insanity E=MC2, which can only kill us if we
think about it in depth. But that’s the way it
is. We are not allowed to elevate ourselves, and
so that is the only thing we think about doing.
Defying gravity ICARUS. I understood this the first
day I went out climbing PERFECT DAY – LOU REED: it’s an
act of rebellion which exemplifies our progress.
Against gravity would be a good title to put to a
life. The mountaineer doesn’t admire the mountain
with her eyes, but rather with her hands. She’s an
investigator by touch. She finds depressions, fissures, reliefs, roughness. She’s no lover of the
sublime, but rather of the subtle. She has no time
for contemplation CASPAR DAVID FRIEDRICH: each second is
an act of resistance against the ultimate, unarguable law: F=GMm/r2. Flight is infinite, but climbing
is always limited.
I once read that mountains are women, inclement goddesses. I don’t know if they are women,
but they are the night, they are deserts, they are
blue, they are gravity, they are nomads Orogenesis
and the only stable thing about them is the perfect
geometry of their shadows; perhaps in the end they
are like you and like I.
LOLA MARTÍNEZ IS AN ACADEMIC AND RESEARCHER INTO
THE CONCEPT OF LIMIT IN THE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE, A
NOMAD BY INHERITANCE AND A MOUNTAIN ADDICT.
Translated by James Womack.
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PARALLEL
MOUNTAINS
Dioni Serrano
The reality of things depends on opinions only.
Everything in life is so diverse, so opposite, so dark
that we cannot be sure of any truth.
— Erasmus of Rotterdam
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If you put an artist and a mountaineer shoulder to
shoulder in front of a mountain, will they see the same
mountain?
When Laura invited me to participate with a small
text in the Drawing a Mountain project, I started to
shake.
‘What can I write about such an “experimental”
project,’ I argued, ‘if my artistic education
stops at Van Gogh?’
‘Write about what mountaineers see when they
look at a mountain,’ she answered without a blink
and without withdrawing her proposal a single
millimetre.
I naturally kept emphasising my ignorance.
‘I cannot self-declare myself the representative
of all mountaineers; we’re such a heterogeneous
group.’
At that moment I thought my argument was definitive, and
for a few seconds—one or two—I thought I had managed to
get away with it. But—alas!—Laura F. Gibellini can’t be
convinced just like that.
‘Alright then, just tell me what you see.’
In a mountain, the alpinist looks for the route / way
that gets to the summit. No doubt there’s some poetry
in alpinism: the alpinist is capable of finding beauty in the mountain’s architecture and can even gaze

open-mouthed for hours at the way clouds lengthen
above him. Some of us can even describe these feelings
using words that excite, or convince. But praxis above
all is what rules in alpinism. The mountain is often a
mere support for the summit. The alpinist’s eyes, when
they scrutinize mountains, search for the cracks that
weaken the wall, explore the ice filigrees or the ice
fields trying to find the safest route. That’s all.
‘And artists? What do artists see when they look
at the mountains?’ Laura told me about the mountains
that hide under their visible skin; about ‘matrioshka’
mountains that draw in the light and the hours (we can
all see these); about mountains that uncover the invisible rays coming from a dark sky (these are for trained
eyes only). Sulphur, the mountain that filled the horizon of her Canadian days—and which has become Laura’s
totem—represents that parallel landscape, and that I
think is what Laura wants to share with us in Drawing a
Mountain. That is at least what I could gather.
I have had the unexpected luck to witness (and
to a certain degree to participate in) the creation
of Drawing a Mountain from the start. The process has
coincided with another ‘creation’ that is undergoing
constant change like Sulphur. Even if I cannot comprehend the entire complex artistic, philosophical and
emotional background behind the project, I admit I
have followed with curiosity, interest and some envy
the steps that Laura has taken to render palpable and
visible what once was a flash in her brain. Steps that,
seen in perspective, now configure a path that is not
so distant from the willpower of the alpinist when
searching for her route to the summit.
At this point cannot help but repeat the same
question I started with, and whose solution I am incompetent to offer: get an artist and a mountaineer
together, shoulder to shoulder, in front of a mountain.
Will they see the same one? I leave it there.
DIONI SERRANO IS A JOURNALIST WHO SPECIALIZES IN
MOUNTAIN SPORTS. HE IS ALSO BEEN A MOUNTAINEER HIMSELF
FOR LONGER THAN HE WOULD LIKE TO ADMIT.
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One morning, another time ago, on some northern sierra, I was heading up the slope, into the fog, my
mountain skis sliding smoothly over the snow. White
against white and silence in the background, with the
diffuse figure of the one who went before me fading with
every step. Feeling gravity only in the firm support and
brushing sound of the skis—shhh-shhhhh, shhh-shhhhh—
and managing to see nothing more than their tips, I
moved forwards without taking my eyes off these reference points, so as to avoid starting to feel vertigo or any panic when faced with the absence of space,
and escape the idea that this whole white universe was
the gateway to some unknown dimension, perhaps a part
of the symbolic realm, where Mountains and Clouds are
metaphors which nourish imaginary zones of archetypes and cultural orders.
Just as a man climbs smoothly up the side of
the slope, so the invisible water vapour ascends, as
though taking off from a runway, and gradually gains
body and form as it ascends and condenses in order to
end up as a cloud high above the mountain peaks where,
as it reaches its cruising height, it will travel a
long distance and may perhaps form part of some splendid storms at sea, or else dissipate like a dream in
its brief journey over the plain.
Similarly, ideas ascend as a result of human duty
and condense into thoughts around particles of chaos,
which later on will fall as a rain of acts that are either catastrophic or fertile as the case may be, and
which will in turn generate their own ideas, fulfilling

and renovating the cycle of the world, as is the case
with the water cycle and the clouds, or the rock cycle
and the mountains.
While the summit of a mountain is a referent of
the past, its foot rushes into a meeting with the present. The slope of a mountain is a state which is constantly seeking equilibrium, and which adjusts its
appearance in dynamic fashion in response to events,
according to its own consistency, its nature and
structure, observing the climatic or energetic conditions that are present far beyond the horizon, as
it is affected by movements at sea level. It feels the
movements of the earth’s crust and responds to them,
the mountain does, with changes in its appearance,
its slopes. Maybe its peak will sharpen or soften, as
different conditions come into existence, and so its
appearance, its form, will be a sign of the process, a
register of events that are otherwise invisible. The
mountain will formalise the conditions of its surrounding, which is the same as giving shape to an idea,
as one might say in slightly different circumstances.
And so it is not hard ‘to travel from the mountains to the museums,’ as Leslie Stephen said 1, although he preferred to travel in the other direction,
or as he put it ‘… from Vanity Fair to the Delectable
Mountains…’
There are very many types of mountain: mountains
of time, mountains of ideas, mountains of problems,
mountains of mountains; in the symbolic world which
lies beyond, in the fog, we can see the mountain as a
symbol of knowledge, of power, of equilibrium, of stability: it is a refuge. It is thought of as an origin, or a
source: it is solid, strong and well-rooted, and remains
present as an expression of geological time, a deep time
that one can see, or even walk over. A mountain has a stable outline: it is mass, volume, heft; it is both a referent and a landmark—Mount San Elias was acknowledged
and named as such during the Malaspina expedition: the
place where the Rockies end and Alaska begins.
Mountains are rocks and tell us about the way in
which the earth behaves; clouds are air and tell us

1. Stephen, L. Los Alpes en invierno.
Ensayos sobre el arte de caminar.
Madrid: Siruela, 2018.

MOUNTAINS AND
CLOUDS; OR, THE
EARTH AND THE SKY
Luis I. Ortega Ruiz
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1976.

de los materiales de la corteza
terrestre. Barcelona: Omega,

3. Mattauer, M. Las deformaciones

Siruela, 2003.

2. Billeter, J. F.

Cuatro lecturas sobre
Zhuangzi. Madrid:
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LUIS ORTEGA IS… A FREE-MINDED GEOLOGIST. AWARE OF
THE CHANGES IN THE EPOCH. A CONSCIOUS INHABITANT OF
THE EARTH AND A KEEN OBSERVER OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM. AN
ARTIST OF MOUNTAINS AND PLAINS. A DIGGER INTO CLOUDS.

2006. First published in New York by
Doubleday in 1970 as Nine Princes in Amber.

‘panorama’ disappeared, along with any connection to
the ‘outside’. Just as when you head up a mountain into
the fog, it was an immersion into the indefinite and
the secluded and so, just as when one passes into limbo, I found myself recreating the journey that Corwin
made to an alternate universe, in Roger Zelazny’s Nine
Princes in Amber 4.
The final landscapes of the Earth will have no clouds…
All that will be left are mountains and plains.

4. Zelazny, R. Los nueve príncipes
de Ambar. Madrid: La Factoría de ideas.

about how the sky behaves. The mountain and the cloud
together are the paradigm of contemplation. Clouds
are allies of the light, synonymous with fusion, with
fluid transformation, with envelopment, with space:
they are volumes which change, liquid and gas at the
same time. They are thoughts…
And a long time ago these mountains were clouds
and these clouds were mountains. The mountain stores
within its nature clouds of the remote past, sunsets
of a different world, warm tropical mornings and the
freezing nights of another, slightly closer epoch. And
clouds have been witness to this, allies and intense
collaborators in this transformation and continual
development.
The Tao teaches us that the sky—the clouds—is
both nature and the flow of events which we should follow and alongside which we too should flow, allowing
ourselves to be carried along without interfering in
the natural order of things, the wu-wei. The earth—the
mountains—is the conscious, the intentional; human
contingencies which we should respect and alongside
which we should live. The Tao warns us that we should
take care that our conscious and intentional activity
doesn’t get in the way of what is necessary, of spontaneous action, obeying natural movements and clues—
the celestial order 2.
We know that mountains are deformations along
the vertical axis, which correspond to parts of the
earth’s crust, crushed and broken off, between two
plates that approach and collide with one another 3.
We also know that a mountain is raised up above an area
of previous weakness, weakness marked out by an earlier breach. And so to some degree a mountain is an
indication not only of the result of a ‘confrontation’
of tectonic plates, but also of an area of weakness.
On a winter’s day, under an intense blue sky, travelling along a country road I suddenly came across vaporous plumes emanating from the reddish soil of a
field, condensing and determinedly building together
into fog; once you had passed into the fog you found
yourself in distanceless space, and any view of a

Translated by James Womack.
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To Maya. To dad.
All of the same.
This volume is part of Drawing a Mountain, a show held at
Espositivo, Madrid, in September 2019. It is part of an
ongoing project about the making-visible of that which has
no stable form: in this case the weather, light, time and
the extreme conditions of a particular Mountain, Sulphur,
in Banff, Canada.
For the booklet I asked several people to reflect on
mountains, art, time and the weather. What came out exceeded
any preconceptions I might have had. To them*, my deepest
gratitude.
* Irene Cantero, Oriol Fontdevila, Lola
Martínez, Luis Ortega, Alfredo Puente, Elena
Rosauro, Antonia Santolaya and Dioni Serrano.
Graphic design:
Diego Calvo
Fold out drawing:
Laura F. Gibellini
Special thanks to
James Womack for
his care on the
translations.
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